Two many deaths at
John Vorster Square
ERN EST D l PA I. K. 21, is the third person to have died in detention this year. He allegedly hanged him%elf at John Vorster
Square on the morning of August 8*
His death has come * hlle the inquest into trade unionist Neil
Aggett's death in detention is continuing and follows the
inquest into the death of detainee Isaac Moufhe.
In the Moufhe inquest the magistrate ruled that Moufhe had
died because of unlawful assault by the wcurity police.
We need to relate these deaths to the large number of
detentions which have occurred this year
How should we respond to deaths in detention, torture
allegations, heavj sentences imposed by the court* and the
unexplained rtents such as the death of Griffiths Micnge and
the disappearance of Siphiwo Mlhimkulu?
We can't afford to become numbed to stale repression or to
the gnming threat of right wing tiolenc*. We need to expose
each unde%er> action Hhich aims to undermine the struggle for
democracy.
This is especially necessary at a time when the state is trying
hard to win over people with talk of reform and proposals for a
new dispensation.

This dummy's for real
The latest reforms are not just 'window dressing' The
Presidents Council proposals need lo be taken seriously. The
stale is attempting to offer a few concessions to so-called
Coloured* and Indians in order to preserve apartheid's power
basis.
The Presidents Council is not rejected by progressives
because it excludes Africans but because It is fundamentally
undemocratic.
It was drawn up by a minority and handed down to the
majority of people.
The proposals do not meet the people'* minimum demands
for a non-racial democracy, freedom from oppression and
exploits! ton.
Along with these demands has gone the call for a national
convention involving the legitimate leaden and organisations
of all South Africa's people. This is what b needed now — no! a
Presidents Council.
The commercial press and others have emphasised the power
of the proposed Executive State President- But also of concern
are the proposals which affect local government. If these come
into effect, local authorities will be given more administrative
say over housing, rent, transport, community facilities and
education — the Hst goes on.
People will thus be forced to direct grievances at these bodies
and their attention will be drawn away from the real causes of
their problems.
The proposals will be used to disorganise, confuse and divide
people.
But progressives have not been hood-winked. They continue
to protest against such moves and commit themselves to fight
for fundamental change.

Women up front
N A T I O N A L W O M E N ' S Day commemorates one of the
greatest demonstrations this country has ever seen.
In 1956, the government was shocked by the massive march
of women who made it clear to all that they would no longer
remain silent.
August 9 is a special day because it emphasizes the
significance and strength of women in the struggle for
democracy.
But commemoration is not enough. All over the country
women see the need to organise — both in women's and other
progressive organisations — to Tight all forms of oppression.
The tradition of the 50's has continued and women have
shown their organisations are integral to the democratic
struggle.

National unbanned
T H I S IS (he tint edition of Saspu national since its recent
unbanning*
The newsptper was binned for all future editions at the end
of March under the Publications Act.
The South African Students' Press Union appealed agairctt
the all future editions ban and distribution ban on the first
edition of this year* Volume 3 N o 1*
At the appeal hearing on July 9, the publications Control
Board lifted the ban on Vol 3 N o I and Saspu National itself
was unbanned.
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